In brief
Gut microbes eliminate
hydrogen
An excess of hydrogen gas
can slow down fermentation
in our intestines. That is bad
news because fermentation
extracts nutrients from dietary fibre and helps keep us
healthy. The stomach pains
experienced by patients with
irritable bowel syndrome
(IBS) are associated with high
concentrations of hydrogen.
Taojun Wang (Microbiology)
studied gut microbes that
use hydrogen as a source of
energy and could therefore be
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Wind turbines affect the behaviour of birds such
as guillemots and razorbills, but it is not clear
how exactly. Counts of birds from the sky can
help answer this question. WUR is now teaching
computers to count birds using aerial photos.
At present, birds are counted manually: observers in planes count the birds they see. That is
not only time-consuming but also increasingly
becoming impossible.
Wind turbines are
WUR is teaching
getting taller, so the
computers to
planes have to fly highcount birds using er, and at such heights
aerial photos
the human eye no
longer spots much.
Aerial photos from
a greater height (500 metres) are the solution.
Researchers at Agro Food Robotics are now
teaching computers to count the birds in these
photos. The differences between the pictures in
and around the wind farms show the distribution of the birds and give information about the
loss of habitat due to the wind turbines. rk
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Computer
counts birds
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Baker’s yeast beats petroleum
Bacteria and yeasts (such as baker’s yeast, see photo) can produce
chemicals sustainably that we currently get from fossil fuels. But they
are not yet that efficient. Ruud Weusthuis (Bioprocess Technology) got
a grant from the Dutch Research Council to tweak microbes to make
them produce substances like acetone more efficiently. For the maximum yield, you need to be able to control the route taken by electrons
in a living cell. Weusthuis wants to insert a new electron carrier in the
cell so only enzymes in the desired route can use the electrons. ss

used to resolve the problem.
Wang suspects the hydrogenotrophic microbes could be
an interesting option for the
treatment of IBS. ss

Is it affordable?
The healthcare exercise
programme X-Fittt 2.0 was
started in Arnhem in 2016
for people with low incomes.
Lisanne Mulderij obtained
her PhD for her study of the
effectiveness of this two-year
programme. An important
reason why people did not
keep up the exercise after the
programme ended was lack
of money. The basic health
insurance covers the care

side of lifestyle interventions,
such as the dietician, but not
the sports and exercise side.
Mulderij thinks it would be better if health insurers did cover
this, for example by providing
a free sports pass. ss

Social stress reinforces
harmful beliefs
Stress increases the rigidity of
the beliefs underlying psychiatric disorders, prejudices and
conspiracy theories, according to a recent publication
in PNAS, with Wageningen
‘tipping-point professor’ Marten Scheffer as lead author.
The findings of Scheffer and
his co-authors explain why

conspiracy theories and psychiatric disorders tend historically to peak during periods
of crisis, in other words during
great social stress. According to the authors, measures
aimed at reducing social
stress such as a basic income
or better job protection could
be effective in tackling these
problems. me
Read the full report on
Resource-online.nl

